The appliance you are receiving is a Thermoplastic Printed Splint made from Keystone Keysplint material.

**Tips for best fitting your splint chairside:**

1. Place splint in warm to hot water for 5-10 seconds.
2. Insert into patients’ mouth. Should require only minimal adjustments based on your impression or scan.
3. Each splint has been articulated and the occlusion has been adjusted with articulating paper to ensure that all teeth are in contact with the opposing arch.
4. Each splint has been digitally blocked out with .5mm for retention and 1.5mm for the occlusion.
5. Adjust the occlusion to fit as needed or necessary.

*It is not necessary to heat in hot water everyday. The splint material slightly softens to body temperature of the mouth.
*Do not boil or microwave appliance.